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Object-oriented resultative compounds (VI -V2) in Mandarin Chi-
nese resemble phrasal resultatives in several aspects. The parallelism
between these two resultative constructions suggests parallel D-struc-
tures of these two constructions. On the basis of the D-structure for
phrasal resultatives and/or the thematic relations between the verbs
and the arguments, a syntactic D-structure is proposed to be the D-
structure for object-oriented resultative compounds. An object-orient-
ed resultative compound is derived from a syntactic D-structure after
the lower V2 incorporates to the higher VI; the verb-incorporation is
motivated by the morphological requirement of the perfective aspect
marker -le, which is a suffix and has to attach to the verb denoting a
bounded event. Neither VI nor V2 alone denotes a bounded event,
but rather VI plus V2. V2 thus has to incorporate to VI so that the suf-
fix -le can attach to the bounded event-denoting verb. A syntactic
analysis of object-oriented compounds as proposed in this paper fur-
ther accounts for various aspects of a syntactic behavior of object-
oriented compounds such as object omission and verb reduplication.
0. Introduction
In a VI -V2 compound, if the second verb (V2) denotes the result that is caused by
the event described by the first verb (VI), the compound is considered a resulta-
tive compound. For example, in kan-lei 'chop-tired', kan "chop' denotes the
event of chopping while lei 'tired' describes the result caused by chopping; kan-
lei is thus considered a resultative compound. According to the semantic orienta-
tion of the predication of V2, resultative compounds can be classified into two
types: object-oriented and subject-oriented. Object-oriented resultative com-
pounds are compounds with V2 predicated of the object (postverbal NP), while
subject-oriented resultative compounds are compounds with V2 predicated of the
subject.
Object-oriented resultative compounds resemble phrasal resultatives in
many aspects, for example, in the thematic relations between the verbs and the
arguments and in their syntactic behavior. The parallelism between these two
constructions, which suggests the parallel D-structures of the two constructions,
is explicated in section 1. The D-structure and the derivation of the object-ori-
ented resultative compounds are proposed in section 2. How a syntactic analysis
accounts for aspects of object-oriented resultative compounds is discussed in sec-
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tion 3. Despite being syntactically derived, object-oriented compounds are words,
rather than syntactically formed phrases, because they posses the critical proper-
ties of lexical words, which are discussed in section 4.
1. The parallelism between phrasal resultatives and object-oriented resul-
tative compounds
In addition to the resultative compounds, Mandarin Chinese also abounds in
phrasal resultatives as illustrated in (1), where zhui denotes the action while lei
describes the result of the action. However, differing from resultative compounds,
the result-denoting verbs in phrasal resultatives in the simple form, as opposed to
those in the verb reduplication form as in (2), are never predicated of the subject
of the matrix verb. 1 To illustrate, the resultative verb, lei in (1), can only be predi-
cated of the object of the action-denoting verb, Lisi in (1), rather than of the
subject, Zhangsan in (1), while a resultative compound like zhui-lei 'chase-tired'
as in (3) can be either object-oriented as in (3a) or subject-oriented as in (3b).
(1) Zhangsan zhui de Lisi lei le.
Zhangsan chase DE Lisi tired LE2
a. 'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Lisi got tired.'
b. * 'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Zhangsan got tired.'
(2) Zhangsan zhui Lisi zhui de lei le.
Zhangsan chase Lisi chase DE tired LE
a.
*
'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Lisi got tired.'
b. 'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Zhangsan got tired.'
(3) Zhangsan zhui-lei-le Lisi.
Zhangsan chase-tired-ASP Lisi
a. 'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Lisi got tired."
b. 'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Zhangsan got tired.'
Let us compare the resultative compound zhui-lei with reading (3a) with its
phrasal counterpart in (1), which has the same reading as (3a). The comparison re-
veals that the object-oriented zhui-lei with reading (3a) and its phrasal counter-
part in (1) demonstrate the following properties. First, the thematic relation be-
tween the verbs and the arguments are the same in both cases; that is, the subject
Zhangsan is the Agent of the action denoted by the verb zhui, while Lisi is the
Patient of zhui and also the Experiencer of the state described by the verb lei.
Second, the object-oriented resultative compounds and the phrasal coun-
terparts display the same syntactic behaviors. For example, they can occur in the
BA-construction as shown in (4). Like the resultative phrase, the resultative com-
pound does not tolerate the absence of the object as in (5). In both (5a) and (5b)
the objects are omitted and the sentences do not have the intended readings. The
intended reading for (5a) is that Zhangsan chased him/her/them and as a result
he/she/they got tired, but (5a) has the only reading that Zhangsan chased
him/her/them and as a result Zhangsan got tired. Likewise, (5b) does not have the
intended reading.
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(4) a. Zhangsan ba Lisi zhui-lei le.
Zhangsan BA Lisi chase-tired LE
'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Lisi got tired.'
b. Zhangsan ba Lisi zhui de lei le.
Zhangsan BA Lisi chase DE tired LE
'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Lisi got tired.'
(5) a. Zhangsan zhui-lei-le 0.
Zhangsan chase-tired-ASP
*
'Zhangsan chased him/her/them and as a result he/she/they got
tired.'
b. Zhangsan zhui de lei le.
Zhangsan chase DE tired LE
*
'Zhangsan chased him/her/them and as a result he/she/they got
tired.'
1.1 BA-constructions
There have been a number of previous analyses 3 of the BA-construction. Among
them, F.-H. Liu's 1992 semantic analysis offers a comprehensive account of the
requirements on the well-formedness of the BA-construction. According to Liu,
two requirements have to be met in order for a BA-construction to be well-
formed. First, the BA NP must be specific. Second, there must be some element
other than the verb in the VP. This element has the function of delimiting the
event denoted by the verb. From an aspectual point of view, she further posits
that BA NP is an argument of the predicate which denotes an event with an ini-
tial and a final point, where the final point signals completion, and such an event
licenses BA NP.
The environments where the VP requirement is satisfied are as follows: (the
element other than the verb in the VP is in bold4 and the glossary for this required
element is given in the parentheses)
(6) (a) resultative
e.g. ta ba beizi da-po le. (broken)
(b) retained object
e.g. ta ba juzi bo-le pi. (skin)
(c) perfective
e.g. ta ba yifu xi le. (perfective aspect marker)
(d) directional
e.g. ta ba liwu dai-lai le. (come)
(e) quantified phrase
e.g. ta ba zhei ben shu kan-le yi bian. (once)
(f) tentative construction
e.g. qing ni ba men kai yi kai. (delimitative aspect marker)
(g) durative
e.g. ta ba shu dai-zhe. (durative aspect marker)
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Note that the required element delimiting the otherwise unbounded event is ei-
ther a syntactic phrase as in (b, e) or a syntactic functional category, an aspect
marker as in (c, f, g).
The result clause de lei le in (4b) delimits the event denoted by the head
verb zhui and BA NP is specific; the BA-construction in (4b) is thus licensed. In
both object-oriented and subject-oriented resultative compounds, VI represents
an initial point and V2 a final point that also signals completion. The only differ-
ence between these two is that the resultant state is predicated of different NPs;
however, this does not change the aspectuality of the event. If both subject-
oriented and object-oriented resultative compounds are formed in the lexicon and
their internal lexical meanings suffice for the requirement on the BA-construction,
it is expected that both types of compounds can occur with BA. However, only
object-oriented compounds can occur in the BA-construction. (4a) (repeated
here as (7)) only has the object-oriented reading.
(7) Zhangsan ba Lisi zhui-lei le.
Zhangsan BA Lisi chase-tired LE
a. 'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Lisi got tired.'
b. * 'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Zhangsan got tired.'
This may be where the affectedness condition comes into play. As discussed in
Lisa Cheng 1988, only the NP referring to the entity affected by the event de-
noted by the verb can occur as BA-NP. The object of an object-oriented com-
pound is affected by the event denoted by the compound and thus BA-NP is li-
censed. For example, Lisi in (7) with the object-oriented reading (a) is affected by
Zhangsan' s chasing and thus Lisi can appear as BA-NP. With a subject-oriented
compound, however, it is the subject, not the object, that is affected. Lisi in (7)
with the subject-oriented reading (b) thus can not be BA-NP. The affected sub-
ject, however, can not be BA-NP, either. As shown in (8), the reflexive NP ziji
'self is the affected NP since it refers to the affected subject, but it can not be
BA NP
(8) *Zhangsan ba ziji zhui-lei-le Lisi.
Zhangsan BA self chase-tired-ASP Lisi
'Zhangsan got himself tired from chasing Lisi."
It is thus concluded that the affectedness condition is not what distinguishes ob-
ject-oriented from subject-oriented resultative compounds in terms of the BA-
construction. Both subject-oriented and object-oriented resultative compounds
denote an event containing both an initial and a final point, but only object-
oriented resultative compounds can occur in the BA-construction. Deducing
from the syntactic requirement for the BA-construction in the other environments
as listed in (6) and the incompatibility of subject-oriented resultative compounds
with BA, I argue that the second verbal element in object-oriented resultative
compounds represents a syntactic element which satisfies the requirement on the
BA-construction that there must be an element other than the verb in the VP. VI
and V2 must be represented as separate syntactic elements at some level of deri-
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vation. Object-oriented resultative compounds are thus argued to be syntactically
derived.
1.2 Object omission
Object-control constructions in general do not tolerate the omission of the object,
the controller of the embedded pro, as shown in (5b) (repeated here as (9)) s and
(10).
(9) Zhangsan zhui de [pro lei le].
Zhangsan chase DE tired LE
*
'Zhangsan chased him/her/them to the extent that he/she/they got
tired.'
(10) *wo quan [pro yonggong dushu].
I persuade hard study
'I persuaded him/her/them to study hard.'
Simple underived transitive verbs, on the other hand, do tolerate the absence of
the object as shown in (1 1).
(11) a. Zhangsan mai-le 0.
Zhangsan buy-ASP
'Zhangsan has bought it.'
b. Zhangsan mai-le nei ben shu.
Zhangsan buy-ASP that CL book
'Zhangsan has bought that book.'
If object-oriented resultative compounds are lexically derived as transitive verbs,
they are expected to behave like simple transitive verbs such as mai in (11).
However, unlike simple underived transitive verbs, object-oriented resultative
compounds do not allow the omission of the object, as shown in (5a). The disal-
lowance of object omission is a property possessed by object-control construc-
tions. Possessing this syntactic phrasal property — disallowance of object omis-
sion, rather than the lexical attribute — tolerance of object omission, object-
oriented compounds are thus argued to be syntactically derived with an object-
control D-structure.
2. Syntactically derived object-oriented resultative compounds
As discussed in the previous section, object-oriented resultative compounds and
phrasal resultatives display the same syntactic behaviors with respect to the BA-
construction and object omission. These two behaviors can be explained only if
object-oriented resultative compounds are syntactically derived. The parallelism
between phrasal resultatives and object-oriented resultative compounds has mo-
tivated the proposal that these two constructions have parallel D-structures. This
section will first present the D-structure for object-oriented resultative com-
pounds in 2.1. The derivation of object-oriented resultative compounds from a
syntactic structure is explicated in 2.2.
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2.1 Thematic relations between the head verb and its arguments
The parallelism between simple phrasal resultatives and object-oriented resultative
compounds has been established in section 1. The thematic relations that the head
verb bears with the arguments are the same in both constructions. For instance,
the subjects in both (12a) and (12b) receive the theta-role Agent from VI zhui
'chase', and the objects receive the theta-role Patient from VI zhui 'chase' and
Experiencer from V2 lei 'tired'.
(12) a. Zhangsan zhui de Lisi lei le.
Zhangsan chase DE Lisi tired LE
'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Lisi got tired.'
b. Zhangsan zhui-lei-le Lisi.
Zhangsan chase-tired-ASP Lisi
'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Lisi got tired.'
Given the UTAH which says that 'identical thematic relationships between
items are represented by identical structural relationships between those items at
the level of D-structure' (Baker 1988), object-oriented resultative compounds and
phrasal resultatives should have parallel D-structures. Baker 1995 further advo-
cates the absolute UTAH, according to which three primary theta-roles are identi-
fied, agent/causer, theme/patient, and goal/path/location. In Larson's VP-shell
structure as shown in (13), the syntactic positions these three theta-roles are
linked to are the specifier of the higher VP, the specifier of the lower VP, and the
complement of the lower VP, respectively. The structural realization of the theta-
roles is absolute rather than relative in the sense that even for verbs that take a
single argument, that argument still has to be linked to the position as specified in
(13). If the linking of theta-roles to syntactic positions is relative, a sole argument
of a verb, say Theme, can be virtually linked to any position. No matter what posi-
tion Theme is linked to, it can be considered to occupy the lowest position, since
it does not have co-arguments. The relative UTAH can thus be trivially satisfied.
However, as the Unaccusative Hypothesis states, the sole argument of unaccusa-
tives is generated in the object position. The absolute linking is thus necessary.
(13) VP
NP, V
Agent/Causer V VP
NP2 V
Theme/Patient V XP
Goal/Path/Location
Given that the linking of the theta-roles to the syntactic positions is abso-
lute, the same thematic relation between items must be represented by the same
syntactic relation. The sameness of the thematic relations in both phrasal resulta-
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tives and object-oriented resultative compounds thus motivates the proposal that
these two constructions have parallel D-structures. Given that the D-structure for
phrasal resultatives is based upon the transitivity feature of the head verb as
shown in (14), the D-structure for (1), where the head verb zhui subcategorizes
for an object NP, and a result clause CP2 , the parallel D-structure for an object-
oriented resultative compound like zhui-lei 'chase-tired' in (3), is illustrated in
(15), where the head verb subcategorizes for an object NP
3 and a result phrase
VPV An object-oriented resultative compound is derived from a D-structure like
(15) through verb-incorporation as will be discussed in section 2.2.
(14)
ASP
ASP VP,
NP, V
LS V
lei
Even without the comparison with the phrasal resultatives, the independent
considerations of the thematic relations between the verbal components and the
arguments also yield (15) as a D-structure for object-oriented resultative com-
pounds. The argument structure of the head zhui 'chase' is <Agent, Patient,
(Result)>. 7 Without the optional theta-role Result, zhui occurs in sentences like
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jingcha zheng zai zhui xiaotou 'the police is chasing the thief. With the theta-
role Result, which is the least prominent in the thematic hierarchy, zhui first as-
signs Result to a phrase denoting the resultant event and then assigns Patient to
its object and Agent to its subject. In Larson's 1988a VP-shell structure, the link-
ing of theta-roles is represented in the hierarchical structure in (15). The theta-role
Result is assigned to the complement of the verb zhui. Patient to the Spec of zhui,
and Agent to the Spec of the VP-shell.
(15) CP,
ASP
The object position of zhui, NP, in the D-structure (15), is occupied by a
variable, as C.-T. Huang 1989 argues that in Mandarin Chinese the null element in
the object position is a variable. When there is a variable, there exists an empty
operator in the Spec of CP position as C.-T. Huang 1989 assumes, and the vari-
able has to be free in the domain of the operator, which is CP, in this case, but
bound outside the domain of the operator as Chomsky proposes for the pur-
posives in English (Chomsky 1982, 1986). Therefore, the discourse topic, which is
null and occurs outside the domain of the operator, binds the variable in NP3 . The
D-structure in (15) thus represents the reading that Zhangsan chased somebody
or something to the extent that Lisi got tired. Pragmatically it is only possible that
the one who gets tired is either the chaser or the chasee. Since the chaser has
been specified to be Zhangsan, Lisi, who is specified to be tired, must be under-
stood as the chasee, which is a variable syntactically. The variable is thus prag-
matically identified as Lisi.
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On the basis of the D-structure in (15), four combinations of empty catego-
ries and lexical NPs are possible for resultative compounds with a transitive head
verb. The first combination is as in (15), where the direct object is null while the
embedded subject is lexical, and a resultative compound is derived through the
verb-incorporation of lei into zhui. 8 The second combination is that the direct
object NP3 is a lexical NP, say Lisi, while the embedded subject NP4 is an empty
pronominal pro, which is controlled by the nearest c-commanding NP Lisi. As-
suming that Case is assigned from left to right in Chinese (Travis 1984, Y.-H. Li
1992), the NP Lisi is not Case-marked in this case. One way to satisfy the Case
filter is for the incorporated verb zhui-iei to move up to assign Case to Lisi. The
derived sentence will be (16).
(16) Zhangsan zhui-lei-le Lisi.
Another way to satisfy the Case filter in this construction is to reduplicate the ma-
trix verb and insert it before the direct object as in ( 17). The insertion of the redu-
plicated verb increases the depth of the tree structure as demonstrated in (18)
(details omitted) and thus the direct object Lisi can not c-command the embed-
ded subject, pro. The embedded subject, pro, is now controlled by the matrix
subject Zhangsan because Zhangsan is the nearest NP c-commanding the pro
within the functional complex of the verb c-commanding VP
3 , in accordance with
the Minimal Distance Principle which states that 'An infinitive complement of a
predicate P selects as its controller the minimal c-commanding noun phrase in the
functional complex of P\ (Larson 1991:115) The analysis proposed here thus
predicts that object-oriented resultative compounds can not be derived from a
verb-reduplication form. The prediction is borne out as shown in (17), where only
the subject-oriented reading (a) is possible with the resultative compound in a
verb-reduplication form. 9
(17) Zhangsan zhui Lisi zhui-lei le.
a. 'Zhangsan chased Lisi to the extent that Zhangsan got tired.'
b. * 'Zhangsan chased Lisi to the extent that Lisi got tired.'
(18) VP,
NP, V
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The third combination is that both the object and the embedded subject are
lexical. As with the second combination discussed above, the direct object NP-, is
not in a Case-marked position. If the incorporated verb zhui-lei moves up to
Case-mark the object as in (19), the embedded subject will not be Case-marked
and thus results in the ungrammaticality of (19).
(19) *Zhangsan zhui-lei-le Lisi Lisi.
However, if the matrix verb is reduplicated and inserted before the direct object as
in (20) and (21), both the direct object and the embedded subject are Case-
marked, and thus these sentences are grammatical.
(20) Zhangsan zhui Lisi zhui-lei-le Lisi.
'Zhangsan chased Lisi to the extent that Lisi got tired.'
(21) Zhangsan ti qiu ti-po-le qiuxie.
Zhangsan kick ball kick-broken-ASP sneakers
'Zhangsan kicked the ball to the extent that the sneakers were torn.'
The fourth possible combination is that both the object and the embedded
subject are null as in (22). In the D-structure for (22), the object position, NP, in
(15), is occupied by a variable while the empty embedded subject, NP4 in (15), is
pro. For a variable, which can only occur in an object position, to control pro in a
subject position is as impossible as a variable to occur in a subject position. A
variable thus can not qualify as a controller. The nearest c-commanding NP for
the pro at NP4 position in (15) has to be the matrix subject, which controls the
pro. The result verb lei 'tired' in (15) is predicated of the pro, which is controlled
by the matrix subject. In consequence, the result verb is predicated of the matrix
subject and the subject-oriented reading is derived. The analysis proposed here
thus predicts that no object-oriented reading is possible with such a construction
since it requires the pro to be controlled by the variable, and the prediction is
borne out as the impossible object-oriented reading in (22b) shows.
(22) Zhangsan zhui-lei le.
a. 'Zhangsan got tired from chasing (somebody or something).'
b. * 'Zhangsan chased him/her/them and as a result he/she/they got
tired.'
That a variable can not be the controller of an empty subject is also independ-
ently motivated by object-control verbs like quan 'persuade' in (23b). As shown
in (23a), quan 'persuade' as a simple transitive verb subcategorizing for an object
allows the omission of the object. The absence of the object, however, is not tol-
erated when quan occurs in an object-control sentence like (23b), where quan is
subcategorized for an object and a clause. The object-control sentence (23b) has
a D-structure on a par with (14), except that both the object and the embedded
subject are null for (23b) and quan subcategorizes for ASPP rather than CP. If the
variable in the object position, NP,, can bind the embedded subject pro in NP4 ,
(23b) with reading (i) should have been well-formed. The ungrammaticality of
(23b) proves that a variable can not control an empty category in the subject po-
«
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sition. The matrix subject wo should be the controller in this case; however, the
resulting reading (ii) is not acceptable.
(23) a. wo yijing quan guo le.
I already persuade EXP LE
T have already persuaded (him).'
b. *wo yinjing quan 0[pro huijia le].
I already persuade return home LE
i. 'I have already persuaded somebody to go home.'
ii. *'I have already persuaded myself to go home by persuading
somebody/
On the basis of the argument structure of the head verb, object-oriented re-
sultative compounds with intransitive VI like ku-shi 'cry-wet' in (24) are pro-
posed to have a D-structure like (25) (details omitted), where the resultative verb
ku is subcategorized for a result clause only. The postverbal NP shoupa in (24)
gives the appearance that ku-shi is transitive. That is, an intransitive head com-
bines with another verb to make a transitive compound. However, with the D-
structure given here taken into consideration, the (in)transitivity of the compound
is determined by that of the head. The appearance of shoupa after the compound
arises after shi incorporates with ku. Also, the presence of a postverbal NP does
not indicate that the verb 'run' is transitive in (26a). The intransitivity of 'run' is
shown in (26b, c), where 'run' can not be followed by an object. It is thus main-
tained that the head (VI) of the resultative compounds determines the
(in)transitivity of the compound. Object-oriented resultative compounds with in-
transitive VI like ku-shi 'cry-wet' are intransitive and their syntactic derivation
accounts for the appearance of a postverbal NP.
(24) Zhangsan ku-shi-le shoupa.
Zhangsan cry-wet-ASP handkerchief
'Zhangsan cried to the extent that the handkerchief got wet.'
(25) VP,
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(26) a. John ran his sneakers threadbare.
b. John ran for thirty minutes.
c. *John ran his sneakers.
In the D-structure for transitive object-oriented compounds as in (15), the
embedded subject can be null and the resulting sentences are illustrated in (16)
and (22). A null embedded subject is also possible for a D-structure based upon
an intransitive VI like (25). However, when the embedded subject, NP2 in (25), is m
pro, it has to be controlled by the matrix subject and thus the resulting sentence
must be subject-oriented as shown in (27). An object-oriented reading can not be
obtained with such a structure.
(27) Zhangsan ku-lei le.
Zhangsan cry-tired ASP
a. 'Zhangsan cried to the extent that he got tired.'
b. * 'Zhangsan cried to the extent that somebody got tired.'
For compounds like ku-shi 'cry-wet', however, an empty embedded subject
in the D-structure is not allowed. Not even a subject-oriented reading can result
from the omission of the postverbal NP, as shown in (28).
(28) *Zhangsan ku-shi le.
a.
*
'Zhangsan cried to the extent that something got wet.'
b. * 'Zhangsan cried to the extent that he got wet.'
The unacceptability of (28) results from the predication conflict between the ma-
trix subject, Zhangsan, and the result verb, shi 'wet'. The pro in the embedded
subject position in (25) must be controlled by the matrix subject, in accordance
with the MDP, and the resulting reading is that Zhangsan cried to the extent that
he got wet, which is semantically unacceptable. To sum up, an empty embedded
subject is possible with a D-structure like (25) as long as no semantic conflict
arises. However, the resulting sentences are subject-oriented only. It follows that
object-oriented resultative compounds with intransitive VI also do not tolerate
the omission of the postverbal NP. Once the postverbal NP is omitted, either the
object-oriented reading is lost as in (27) or the resulting sentence is ungrammati-
cal as in (28).
2.2 Aspect licensing and verb incorporation
It is generally assumed that IP can be further decomposed into several functional
categories, AGRP, TNSP, ASPP, NEGP, AUXP, etc. (Pollock 1989, Ouhalla 1990,
Chomsky 1991, Miller 1993) Chinese, however, has meager inflectional morphol- A
ogy. (C.-T. Huang 1982) It is commonly accepted that Chinese does not have f
overt morphology for tense and agreement and whether negation is an inflec-
tional category is controversial (Y.-H. Li 1992). The only overt inflectional cate-
gory is aspect like -le (perfective), -guo (experiential), -zhe and zai (durative).
2.2.1 The perfective aspect marker -le
The perfective aspect marker -le is only used in clauses denoting a bounded
event and attached to the verbal element. (Li & Thompson 1981) For example, it
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is attached to shui 'sleep' in (29), where the denoted event is quantified and thus
bounded, but it can not be used in (30), where the verb xihuan 'like' expresses a
state rather than an event.
(29) ta shui-le san ge xiaoshi.
he sleep-ASP three CL hour
'He slept for three hours."
(30) *ta xihuan-le pingguo.
he like-ASP apple
'He liked apples."
Since aspect is the only overt inflectional category in Chinese, IP can be repre-
sented by ASPP and the partial D-structure for Chinese sentences is represented
in (31). In light of the VP internal subject hypothesis (Kuroda 1988), the Spec of
VP, NP,, is the subject position.
(31) ASPP
ASP
ASP VP
NP, V
V NP,
The aspect marker -le is a suffix, and therefore it always attaches to its host. With
regard to deriving the combination of V-le from a D-structure like (31), two as-
pects have to be considered. Does the verb carry the inflectional features in the
lexicon or the aspect marker is inserted in the ASP node in syntax? Does V raise
to I (ASP) or I (ASP) lower to V in syntax to derive the combination of V-le, if -le
is inserted in the ASP node?
2.2.1.1 Lexical combination or syntactic derivation
Chomsky 1993 proposes that verbs carry inflectional features in the lexicon as
their intrinsic properties. Each feature has to be licensed to become a legitimate
LF object for full interpretation. Feature checking is to ensure the licensing of the
features. Verbs with inflectional features have to move to the checking domain,
the functional category, to have their features checked. The checking of features
takes place at different levels depending on the properties of the features, weak
or strong. A strong feature is visible at PF and it is not a legitimate PF object. The
presence of a strong feature will cause the derivation to crash and thus a strong
feature has to be checked off prior to Spell-Out. Weak features, however, are in-
visible at PF and thus the checking of weak features can be delayed until LF due
to the principle of Procrastinate that LF movement is less costly than overt
movement and thus preferred. Adopting Chomsky's Checking Theory, Gu 1995
argues that -le is a verbal suffix, which a verb carries as its intrinsic property. She
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further proposes that the ASP feature is weak in Chinese as AGR in English and
therefore the verb movement for feature checking is delayed until LF.
The lexical analysis as proposed by Gu, however, is problematic in several
accounts. As shown in (32a), bu is the negative marker used to negate a verb in
Mandarin Chinese. However, the negative marker bu can not co-occur with the
aspect marker -le, as in (32b). To negate a verb with the perfective aspect, one has
to use mei instead of bu and you 10 instead of -le as in (32c), as William Wang
1965 proposes.
(32) a. Zhangsan bu mai shu.
Zhangsan NOT buy book
'Zhangsan does not buy books.'
b. *Zhangsan bu maile shu.
Zhangsan NOT buy ASP book
'Zhangsan did not buy books.'
c. Zhangsan mei you mai shu.
Zhangsan NOT have buy book
'Zhangsan did not buy books.'
C.-T. Huang 1988 proposes that the combination of bu V-le is ruled out for se-
mantic reasons. According to Huang's Principle P, 'the negative morpheme bu
forms an immediate construction with the first V° element following it'.
(1988:284) In (32b), bu attaches to mai first, and then -le attaches to the negated
verb. Such a combination is semantically absurd since the event that has not hap-
pened can not be said to be completed. If the aspect marker -le is suffixed to the
verb in the lexicon, the negation marker bu should have scope over the combina-
tion of V-le that signals a completed event. The string bu V-le thus depicts that an
alleged completed event did not occur, which is semantically acceptable. The im-
possible co-occurrence of bu and -le is thus unaccounted for in the proposal that
-le is suffixed to the verb in the lexicon.
The lexical account as proposed by Gu is also problematic in accounting for
event quantification. Sentence (33) contains a duration phrase san xiaoshi 'three
hours' which quantifies over the event denoted by the verb phrase kan shu 'read
books'; however, syntactically the duration phrase forms a constituent with the
noun, shu.
(33) ta kan-le san xiaoshi de shu.
he read-ASP three hour DE book
'He read (books) for three hours.'
C.-T. Huang 1992b argues that the superficial syntax-semantics mismatch does
not exist. As illustrated in (34), Huang proposes that sentences involving event
quantification are derived from gerundive nominalization, IP|+N] , where the verbal
head, kan, moves out of the gerund, into the abstract eventuality predicate DO. In
the D-structure as depicted in (34), the duration phrase does quantify over the
gerund, kan shu, which denotes the event of reading books. Thus no syntax-
semantics mismatch exists in sentences involving event quantification.
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(34) expresses the meaning 'he did three hours of book reading'. After kan
moves up to the position for the empty light verb [DO], the surface form 'he read
three hours of books' is derived. If verbs carry the inflectional features as their in-
trinsic properties as Gu argues, -le should be suffixed to V, kan, inside IP(+N) . The
resulting meaning represented by such a D-structure would be that he does three
hours of book reading (in perfective aspect). It is contradictory for a duration
phrase to quantify over an event that has completed.
2.2.1.2 V-to-I (ASP) movement
As argued in the previous section, -le is not attached to its host verb in the lexi-
con. With -le being base-generated in ASP position, two options are available for
fulfilling the morphological requirement of -le. The head verb raises to I (ASP) to
morphologically support the affix -le. or -le in the ASP position lowers to V. The
V-to-I (ASP) account, however, encounters problems with sentences involving VP
adverbs, like manner adverbs as hen kuai-de 'very quickly' in (35). As shown in
(35), the manner adverb precedes the verb rather than following it. As proposed
by Pollock 1989 VP adverbs occupy the VP initial position. Therefore, after the
head verb chi moves up to morphologically support the affix -le, the adverb
should follow the verb in the resultant sentence. That is, under the V-to-I (ASP)
option, sentence (35b), rather than (35a), is predicted to be the grammatical sen-
tence.
(35) a. Zhangsan hen kuai-de chi-le fan.
Zhangsan very quickly eat-ASP meal
'Zhangsan quickly ate the meal."
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b. *Zhangsan chi-le hen kuai-de fan.
Zhangsan eat-ASP very quickly meal
'Zhangsan quickly ate the meal.'
It is proposed in Ouhalla 1990 that adverbs can attach to TNSP, in addition
to VP. Also in Chomsky 1995, adverbs can be adjoined to AGRP. However, in
Mandarin Chinese, the preverbal manner adverbs can only modify the verbal
phrases, not the whole sentence. There is no evidence indicating that the manner
adverbs should be adjoined to TNSP (ASPP) or AGRP. The V-to-I (ASP) move-
ment is thus not an option for Mandarin Chinese.
2.2.1.3 I (ASP)-to-V movement
The I (ASP)-to-V movement has been proposed by C.-C. Tang 1990 and Zhou
1990, among others. On the I (ASP)-to-V account, the aspect marker -le lowers to
V at S-structure, and the V-le complex has to move back to I (ASP) at LF to form a
proper chain. Gu 1995, however, argues against the I (ASP)-to-V movement. She
argues that the I (ASP)-to-V analysis is not feasible because it can not account for
the attachment of -le in sentences involving verb internal measure phrases as yi
jiao 'one foot' in (36a).
(36) a. ta ti-le Zhangsan yi jiao.
he kick-ASP Zhangsan one foot
'He gave Zhangsan a kick.'
b. ta ti-le Zhangsan.
he kick-ASP Zhangsan
'He kicked Zhangsan.'
According to Gu, yi jiao in (36a) is the internal indirect object of the verb
and it should be treated on a par with the cognate object for it possesses the fol-
lowing properties. First, this kind of measure phrases are collocated only with
verbs denoting activities related to certain human body parts or instruments re-
quiring the use of human body parts. Second, the use of the measure phrase is op-
tional as shown in (36b). The function of the measure phrase is to quantify the
event denoted by the verb, and when the quantification is not necessary, the
measure phrase is simply not used. This function is an example of the general
function of the cognate object — to specify. Having argued that the internal
measure phrase yi-jiao in (36a) is a cognate object, Gu then suggests that (37) is
the partial D-structure for (36a).
(37) VP,
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(36a) is derived from a D-structure like (37) after the verb complex ti-le moves up
from V
2
to V,. Note that (38) is a variant of (36a). To derive (38) from (37), Gu
follows Larson 1988a, b and proposes that the V composed of the verb and the
cognate object can be optionally reanalyzed into a V, which moves up to the
higher V after reanalysis, and (38) is thus derived.
(38) ta ti-le yi jiao Zhangsan.
ta kick-ASP one foot Zhangsan
'He gave Zhangsan a kick.'
Gu argues that if-Ie is base-generated in I (ASP) position the 1 (ASP)-to-V
account can not explain the derivation of (38). She assumes that on the I (ASP)-
to-V account I (ASP) lowers to V, position. After V, ti yi jiao, is reanalyzed into a
V, the V moves up to V, position and the I (ASP) attaches to it. The aspect marker
-le thus should be suffixed to the V, ti yi jiao, and the derived form should be
(39). Not only the I (ASP)-to-V account fails to explain the derivation of gram-
matical sentences like (38), but this account generates ungrammatical sentences
like (39).
(39) *ta ti yi jiao le Zhangsan.
However, a closer examination reveals that this type of construction does
not constitute a problem for I (ASP)-to-V account. The I (ASP) should lower all
the way to V2 , rather than stopping at V,, since V, is empty and thus it is not a
host for the suffix -le. After -le is lowered and suffixed to the head verb ti, the V
ti-le yi jiao then optionally undergoes reanalysis. If the reanalysis takes place, ti-
le yi jiao moves up to V, at S-structure in order to assign Case to the object
Zhangsan, and (38) is derived. Otherwise, ti-le moves to V, and (36a) is derived.
The I (ASP)-to-V account does correctly derive the constructions with verb inter-
nal measure phrases in both forms. This movement is thus argued for in this paper.
2.2.2 Verb incorporation
-Le as a perfective aspect marker is obligatorily used when a clause denotes a
bounded event, which includes both an initial and an end point, and it can only
attach to the event-denoting verb. (Li & Thompson 1981) In the D-structure (15),
a bounded event is expressed; zhui denotes an action, an initial point, while lei
describes the result, an end point. -Le is thus obligatorily used in (15). As dis-
cussed above, the aspect marker -le is base-generated in ASP position; it has to
lower to attach to V syntactically and the verb complex V-le moves up to form a
proper chain at LF. It is thus obligatory for -le to lower to zhui in (15). Note that -
le can only attach to the verb which denotes the bounded event. As shown in
(40), the phrasal resultative is ruled out if -le is suffixed to zhui, since zhui itself
does not denote a bounded event. (C.-T. Huang 1988) It is zhui plus the result
clause that constitute a bounded event.
(40) Zhangsan zhui(*-le) de Lisi lei le.
In ( 15), however, one option is available to ensure that the suffixation of -le is li-
censed. The resultative verb lei has to move up to incorporate to the action verb
zhui. Zhui plus lei do constitute a bounded event; -le suffixation is thus allowed.
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The verb complex zhui-lei-le is derived after -le lowers to V, and the verb com-
plex moves back to ASP at LF to form a proper chain.
2.2.3 Other aspect markers
The other two aspect markers in Mandarin Chinese are the experiential marker -
guo and the durative markers -zhe and zai. The durative markers are incompatible
with a bounded event as shown in (41) (cf. (29)).
(41) *ta shui-zhe san ge xiaoshi.
he sleep-DUR three CL hour
*'He is sleeping for three hours.'
The experiential marker -guo is used to indicate that a certain event has taken
place at least once and it is compatible with a bounded event as illustrated in (42).
(42) ta qu-guo faguo.
he go-EXP France
'He has been to France.'
In other words, either -le or -guo" can be used with a bounded event. -Le is used
to indicate that a certain event has taken place, while -guo is to emphasize that a
certain event has taken place at least once. Like -le, -guo is compatible with a
bounded event denoted by a resultative construction and it has to attach to the
verb denoting that bounded event. Therefore, verb incorporation as proposed in
the previous section is also obligatory in the cases where ASP is occupied by -
guo. To allow the lowering of -guo to the verb denoting a bounded event, the
lower verb (lei in (15)) is compelled to incorporate to the upper verb (zhui in
(15)).
However, not every event-denoting sentence is marked by one of the three
aspect markers. The use of the perfective aspect marker -le is optional in some
cases 12 as illustrated in (43).
(43) ta yijing chi(-le) fan le.
he already eat(-ASP) rice LE
'He has already eaten.'
Assuming that each sentence in Chinese is marked by an aspect marker, W. M.
Chan 1996 suggests that sentences without any overt aspect marker are marked
by a zero aspect marker, which does not have an explicit form. Zero is mostly
used with stative or habitual sentences like (44) (cf. (30)); however, zero is also
used with sentences denoting an event like (43).
(44) ta xihuan pingguo.
he like apple
'He likes apple.'
Note that while zero in stative sentences can not alternate with -le since stative
sentences do not denote bounded events, zero in event-denoting sentences can
always alternate with -le. Since not every occurrence of -le can alternate with
zero as illustrated in (45) where the omission of the aspect marker results in the
ungrammatically of (45b), event-denoting sentences without overt aspect mark-
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ers thus can be said to be derived from those with the overt perfective aspect
marker -le by means of the omission of -le, 13 when the conditions which sanction
the suppression of -le are met as noted in note 12.
(45) a. ta wang-le wo de
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(47) Zhangsan qi-lei-le ma.
Zhangsan ride-tired-ASP horse
a. 'Zhangsan got tired from horse-riding.'
b. 'Zhangsan rode a horse and as a result the horse got tired.'
However, when qi-lei occurs in the reduplication form as in (48), only the object-
oriented reading is possible.
(48) Zhangsan qi ma qi-lei-le ma.
Zhangsan ride horse ride-tired-ASP horse
a.
*
'Zhangsan got tired from horse-riding.'
b. 'Zhangsan rode a horse and as a result the horse got tired.'
Assuming that transitive subject-oriented compounds are lexically derived since
they possess the properties of simple transitive verbs such as object omission, the
subject-oriented qi-lei is subcategorized for one object only. In (48), however,
two objects occur at the D-structure. Assuming that the first qi is inserted to
Case-mark the first object, the first object does not receive a theta-role. The Theta
Criterion is violated and (48) with the subject-oriented reading (a) is thus ruled
out.
Along the same line of argument, if the object-oriented qi-lei is also lexically
derived as a transitive verb, (48) with the object-oriented reading (b) should be
also ungrammatical due to the violation of the Theta Criterion. With the syntactic
derivation proposed here, however, the grammaticality of (48) with the object-
oriented reading can be explained in the following way. As discussed in section
2.1, with (15) as the D-structure for object-oriented compounds, four combina-
tions of lexical NPs and empty categories are possible. One combination is that
with both the object of the head verb, NP, in (15), and the embedded subject, NP4 ,
being lexical. With (15) as the D-structure, the first ma in (48) occupies the posi-
tion for the object of the head verb, NP3 , while the second ma is the embedded
subject in NP4 . In such a structure, the object in NP-, is not Case-marked, and thus
the head verb qi is reduplicated to assign Case to the object. (48) is derived after
the result verb lei incorporates to the head verb qi and the aspect marker -le low-
ers to attach to the compound.
4. Lexical properties
I have argued that object-oriented resultative compounds are syntactically de-
rived. Despite being syntactically derived, they are words, not syntactically
formed phrases, since they possess the lexical properties of words.
4.1 -de-/-bu- infixation
In Mandarin Chinese resultative and directional compounds can be expressed
with affirmative and negative potential meanings when they occur with -de- and -
bu- as in (49). -de- 'obtain' and -bu- 'not' are infixes when occurring in this
type of potential form and are traditionally termed 'potential marker'. (John Lu
1976, Li & Thompson 1981)
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(49) a. da-de/bu-si
hit-can/cannot-die
'can/cannot hit somebody or something to death.'
b. dai-de/bu-lai
bring-can/cannot-come
'can/cannot bring somebody or something here.'
-de- and -bu- can be found with subject-oriented resultative compounds as
well as object-oriented resultative compounds. Subject-oriented resultative com-
pounds are lexically formed words since contrary to object-oriented compounds,
they possess the properties of lexically formed words such as object omission. As-
suming morphological integrity, no syntactic rules should look into the internal
structure of a word, or compound in this case. The fact that subject-oriented com-
pounds can occur in the potential form implies that the potentializing process in-
volved must be lexical rather than syntactic, as Thompson 1973 proposes a Lexi-
cal Potentializing Rule for resultative compounds as in (50), which applies to
words, not phrases. In consequence, object-oriented compounds must be words,
not phrases; that explains why a lexical operation like -de-/-bu- infixation can ap-
ply to them.
(50) [V-V] RV—> a.[V-de-V] RV
b.[V-bu-V] RV
(obligatory if -V is -qi, -guo)
The fact that -de-/-bu- infixation only applies to words, not phrases, can be
further illustrated by the other type of compounds that the infixation applies to,
directional compounds. Directional compounds are composed of a VI denoting
movement or displacement and a V2 signaling the direction in which the subject
or object moves as the result of the displacement, e.g., dai-lai 'bring-come' in
(51a). In (51b), directional compounds seem to appear in another form that allows
the intervention of the object between the two components. However, the se-
quence V1-NP-V2 are phrases, not words, since morphological integrity would
have been violated if they were words. (51b) is thus more suitably called
'directional phrase'. Whereas in the case of directional compounds, the infixation
of -de- and -bu- is possible as in (51a'), the -de-/-bu- infixation is banned with di-
rectional phrases as in (51b'). In sum, -de-/-bu- infixation is a lexical operation that
applies to words (compounds) only.
(51) a. ta dai-lai-le neixie shu.
he bring-come ASP those book
'He brought those books here.'
b. ta dai-le neixie shu lai.
same as (a)
a', ta dai-bu-lai neixie shu.
'He can not bring those books here.'
b'. *ta dai-bu-le neixie shu lai.
intended reading: same as (a')
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4.2 No modification by syntactic elements
In a phrasal resultative, the modification of the result verb by syntactic elements
like adverbs is allowed as in (52a), where the adverb hen 'very 7 modifies the re-
sult verb lei 'tired'. Its compound counterpart, however, does not tolerate the
modification by any syntactic element. As shown in (52b), the modification of the
result verb lei by the adverb hen results in ungrammatically. Again, under mor-
phological integrity, no syntactic elements are allowed to look into the internal m
structure of a word and modify a component of a word. The intolerance of syn-
tactic modification of the components of resultative compounds thus suggests
that resultative compounds are words, rather than phrases.
(52) a. ta zhui de Lisi hen lei le.
he chase DE Lisi very tired LE
'He chased Lisi to the extent that Lisi got tired.'
b. *ta zhui-hen-lei-le Lisi.
same as (a)
4.3 No syntactic or LF movement
Part of a phrasal resultative can be questioned as in (53a), where the result clause
subcategorized for by the resultative verb da 'hit' is questioned. In Mandarin
Chinese, the wh-word stays in-situ and undergoes wh-movement at LF. The wh-
word zenyang 'what', which replaces the result clause in (53a), thus undergoes
LF movement. The resultative compound in (53b), however, does not tolerate the
occurrence of a wh-word inside the compound; that is, part of the resultative
compound can not undergo movement. This is as expected if resultative com-
pounds are words, since no part of a word can undergo movement, overt or cov-
ert. In this sense, resultative compounds possess the properties of words, not
those of phrases.
(53) a. Zhangsan ba Lisi da de zenyang le?
Zhangsan BA Lisi hit DE what LE
'What is the result of Zhangsan' s hitting Lisi'
b. *Zhangsan ba Lisi da-zenyang le?
intended reading: same as (a)
NOTES
* I would like thank Prof. James Yoon for his comments and suggestions.
1 In simple phrasal resultatives, the result-denoting verb is always predicated of
the object of the matrix verb, if the matrix verb is transitive. When the matrix verb
is intransitive as in (i), the result-denoting verb, fan, is predicated of the subject of
the result clause, Lisi, rather than of the subject of the matrix verb, Zhangsan.
(i) Zhangsan ku de Lisi hen fan.
Zhangsan cry DE Lisi very annoy
'Zhangsan cried so much that Lisi felt annoyed.'
<
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If the result clause does not contain an overt subject as in (ii), the result-denoting
verb seems to be predicated of the matrix subject,
(ii) Zhangsan ku de hen fan le.
Zhangsan cry DE very annoy LE
'Zhangsan cried so much that he felt annoyed.'
. However, in accordance with the Extended Projection Principle, every sentence
F (clause) must contain a subject. The result clause in (ii), [CP de hen fan le], contains
an empty subject pro, which is controlled by the matrix subject, and the result-
denoting verb is predicated of the empty subject. Therefore, the claim made here
that the result-denoting verb is never predicated of the subject of the matrix verb
holds.
2 Le at the end of a sentence is a sentence-final particle, while -le immediately
following a verb is a perfective aspect marker, glossed as ASP in this paper. Le
that follows a verb at the end of a sentence could be a sentence-final particle, a
perfective aspect marker, or a merger of both, since -le le combination does not
exist. In this paper, the function of a sentence-final le is not relevant and will not
be further distinguished. It will be simply glossed as LE.
3 C.-T. Huang 1982. 1988, 1992a. Koopman 1984, Travis 1984. Y.-H. Li 1985,
1990, Hsueh 1987, Goodall 1987, 1990. Kung 1991, F.-H. Liu 1992, Ke Zou 1995
4 Since the perfective aspect marker -le in (c) is the required element in the VP for
the BA-construction, it seems possible that -le in the other examples is also the
required element. However, -le does not always suffice for the requirement. For
example, in (i) the occurrence of -le does not satisfy the requirement on the BA-
construction. The comparison of (i) with the example in (6a) shows that the ver-
bal element po is the required element in this context.
(i) *ta ba beizi da le.
5 The phrasal resultative in (9) is grammatical only when it is subject-oriented with
the reading 'Zhangsan got tired from chasing him/her/them". If (9) is meant to be
an object-control construction, as intended here, the omission of the object results
in ungrammaticality.
h The reason that IP is replaced by ASPP is given in section 2.2.1
.
7 Here, I slightly modify the label, resultant event (or r-event), given by Carrier &
Randall 1992 for this extra argument of a resultative verb. Result is a theta-role
that can only be assigned to an event-denoting element.
}
8 The motivation of the incorporation will be discussed in section 2.2.
9 That subject-oriented reading is possible with such a D-structure in the redupli-
cation form does not entail that all subject-oriented compounds are syntactically
derived.
10 Differing from the verbal suffix -le, you is an auxiliary preceding the verb.
11 Sometimes both -le and -guo are used in one sentence as in (i).
(i) ta qu-guo-le faguo.
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12 As mentioned in Ross 1995, the aspect marker -le can be omitted when certain
phonological conditions which allow the suppression of -le are met. For example,
-le can be omitted when the object of the verb is monosyllabic as in (43). Also, as
cited in Chu 1989 and Ross 1995, Chang 1986 proposes that native speakers of
Mandarin Chinese attempt to omit -le for discourse cohesion.
13 Chan claims that zero is the unmarked form of the perfective aspect marker and
-le is used only to disambiguate the sentences. Therefore, -le can always be re-
placed by zero unless the replacement leads to ambiguity. Chan's proposal pre-
dicts that event-denoting sentences without -le may be ambiguous but always
grammatical. However, sentences like (45b) is more ungrammatical than ambigu-
ous. The use of -le in (45a) is not to disambiguate but to correct this sentence. It
is thus suggested here that -le is always used in sentences denoting bounded
events and it can be omitted (replaced by zero in Chan's sense) only when the
conditions which sanction the suppression of -le are met as noted in note 12.
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